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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE  
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Victorious! 

Recent media accounts reflect two extremely opposite portrayals of our struggle to recover our money. One 
compares our victory to that of warrior Schwarzkopf’s in Desert Storm. The other a dove-like analogy as peaceful 
and consoling as a milkmaid’s stool. 

In The Investment Executive May 31 article, C.P. columnist Gord McIntosh says, "They (BPG) knew their 
company well enough to know the mere threat of litigation would not be enough. But the threat of litigation, bad 
public relations and political scrutiny all at once just might spark movement." In the May Ontario Business Report 
Michele Bumstead describes a very civilized risk-sharing exercise where both parties retain high mutual respect 
using Queensberry Rules. She attributes our victory to the skillful application of conflict resolution tactics. 

Both articles quoted us accurately and resulted from a similar interview. I will leave it to you and the public to 
decide what image we deserve. 

In my view we responded to the given situations prevailing at the time. Most importantly, we were all professional, 
confident and truly dedicated in all our dealings with politicians, Bell and others. When Bell brushed us aside, we 
organized, gathered momentum and persevered. When Bell got tough, we got tougher. When Bell wanted to 
reconcile, we accommodated. Finally, we arrived at a mutually respectable solution that left us both winners. Our 
long-established relationships are intact so that we can work together to address any future challenges in a 
positive and dignified way. 

In fairness I congratulate Bell and in particular thank Harold Giles, Group VP Human Resources in the way he 
always treated our organization and me with respect and dignity. 

He has never diminished the importance of our role in coming to an agreement, openly crediting BPG’s 
professional performance for making it happen. I also thank Brenda Brown, Director HR who was tough but 
reasonable in our contacts. 

Organization Changes 

Regretfully your Board has accepted Jackie Boileau’s resignation as Corporate Secretary, Vice Chair, Quebec 
Division and Director BPG. She is replaced by four very capable volunteers; Bob Plamandon, Corporate 
Secretary; Louis Hogue, Assistant Corporate Secretary; John Beattie; Editor and Publisher of the BPG Bulletin; 
and André Legault, Vice Chair , Quebec Division. Jackie’s other function, assembling the materials for general 
meetings has been temporarily spread among the other directors. The fact that we had to recruit four men to 
replace only part of her contribution speaks loudly for Jackie’s dedication and effort. Many female members will 
acknowledge this is nothing new, no change from typical gender roles since active days at Bell in the old days. 

Replacing Pauline Hamel our French translator, par excellence, was similar. Paul LeSiège and Jean Marc Hébert 
have volunteered to share this function. 

On behalf of BPG members I thank both Jackie and Pauline for their tremendous effort and significant 
contributions. At their May meeting BPG Directors unanimously conferred the honorary title, Director Emeritus on 
Jackie Boileau. She has modestly accepted this with an insistence that Pauline share the honour that goes with it. 
Bonne chance Jackie and Pauline! 

Special General Meetings 

The ratification of the Definitive Agreement is an important part of the legal process to enable the $15 million Bell 
enhancement. Given a 97.7% approval of the Agreement Letter at April-May members meetings I am confident 
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that your approval will be forthcoming as there appears to be no significant change in the undertaking. Except, 
there are now three parties to the Agreement; Bell, the Liquidator and BPG. However, it is important to have as 
large a representation of votes and proxies as possible because of the consequence for future court approvals 
and that the process is ultimately dependent upon. 

Options and liability 

Of even greater consequences for each of us is the individual release that Bell will send to us later this month. 
Each contract participant over $60,000 must sign off as a condition of receiving a share of Bell’s $15 million 
enhancement. It is absolutely imperative that you understand the financial and legal consequences of that 
decision. Experts including Ted Bossence, PMTI and Murray Gold BPG’s legal counsel from Koskie Minsky will 
be at each of the Special Meetings to inform you and answer questions. Some may wish to consult their personal 
advisors to determine what is best in their particular situation. It is your money, you alone must decide which are 
in your best interest! 

In addition to the waiver each of us must sign, Bell Group RRSP participants must designate the financial 
institution into which the Bell enhanced transfer from Confederation Life will flow. BPG members have an option 
to transfer directly into a no-fee self-directed RRSP with Nesbitt Burns as well as Canada Life. RRIF participants 
have options for transferring to Empire Life. Those who RRIF’d with Confed before liquidation, Aug. 12, 1994 will 
have other options and protections under schedule B with CompCorp that may entitle some to 100% guarantee. 
BPG accepts no liability for your decisions nor does it recommend any of these institutions. We cannot advise you 
what is best for you. Come to the meeting and/or consult your financial advisor. Most importantly, give this matter 
your careful attention at this critical period. 

Nesbitt Burns’ option is unique to BPG members and results from an agreement negotiated between Nesbitt and 
PMTI. The arrangement provides for monthly transfers from Confed directly to Nesbitt with computer interaction 
enabling automatic credit to your group RRSP account. To qualify for this no-fee self-directed plan you must be a 
BPG member in good standing. 

Because our membership lists are confidential, we cannot and will not provide anyone with your name, telephone 
and address. Therefore any member wishing to consider the Nesbitt Burns option please contact Nesbitt at 800-
668-8138 or 800-263-2286 or your local Nesbitt agent for further information. The information and processing time 
for signing a Nesbitt Burns Client agreement takes about three hours. Estimating eleven man-weeks of work, 
Nesbitt recommends that you do not postpone as there could be significant processing backlog as we approach 
the deadline. 

Membership 

To fulfill contractual requirements BPG must continue as an entity for the duration of the Agreement. In particular 
certain escape provisions require that members rely on BPG for legal administration undertakings. 
Notwithstanding, the Agreement is complex and will require careful scrutiny. I for one would want to have a strong 
and healthy BPG as my watch dog and information provider for at least seven years or more. Your Board needs 
an active membership in order to function. While our treasury is healthy now there is a continuing need to rely on 
membership revenue for sustenance. I urge you therefore to stay involved and help us maintain and expand 
membership. 

Ed Beaty’s message touches on other benefits and protections that your Board is considering to make 
membership appealing for employees and pensioners not involved with the Confed fiasco. Please share your 
ideas with us. For those who are able we welcome volunteer effort. Don’t wait to be drafted, call us! 

Appreciation 

Our victory was due for the most part to the grass roots voluntary efforts. Thanks again to those who contributed. 
Last bulletin specified many people in particular but for some reason we missed our hard-working treasurer. 
Claire Collis is doing an outstanding job. I do not know how we could have done without her dedication to 
excellence. She keeps us all on our toes and most importantly guards our treasury with vigilance. 

I also want to credit Ed Beaty, BPG VP Legal for his masterful performance in assisting me in the negotiations 
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with Bell and the Liquidator. His spread-sheet model was vital and overall he was indispensable in achieving the 
final outcome. 

Dan Braniff 

THE DEFINITIVE AGREEMENT 

At the time of writing the Definitive Agreement is commercially complete and is in the process of being 
documented by legal counsel. It covers the total "Top Up" process and, is fairly complex. 

Commercial negotiations were conducted in a cordial professional atmosphere. The Bell team was led by Brenda 
Brown supported by two financial experts Peter Thom and Roland Ribotti. The ever affable Ted Bossence, whom 
you have met, was the representative of the Agent. Dan Braniff and Ed Beaty represented BPG. 

The Agreement is a tri-party agreement involving BPG, Bell and the Agent of the Office of the Superintendent of 
Insurance (OSFI). CompCorp is also involved. However, CompCorp is not a party to the Agreement and a 
separate understanding is being developed by Legal counsel for the three parties involved. 

Within the agreement you will find a definition of who will be included under the "Top Up". The interest that will be 
paid by the Agent/Liquidator, and the methodology for distributing the $15 M. It also defines the point at which you 
will have obtained 100% of your funds. This point may extend beyond the 5 year roll out period dependent on the 
liquidation timing. 

The Agreement will include a provision that each Bell Group RRSP member must sign a release form. It is 
therefore most important that you attend the meetings that will ratify the Agreement. Murray Gold of Koskie 
Minsky our Legal Counsel will provide a comprehensive explanation of the Agreement so that you are well 
positioned to ratify the Agreement and to sign the release form when you receive it from Bell. 

You should be aware that Bell will not provide a "Top Up" payment through the Liquidator to anyone who does not 
sign a release form. Should there be anyone who does not sign the agreement it is the plan to eventually re-
distribute the funds not used. So it is imperative that this be completed within the allocated time. 

There are other processes that are being established by the Liquidator with companies such as Empire Life and 
Canada Life. Empire Life is the chosen recipient of RRIF funds and Canada Life is Bell’s carrier for the Bell Group 
RRSP funds. As well, we understand Nesbitt Burns have negotiated an arrangement directly with the Liquidator. 
Maturing funds of your group RRSP can be sent directly to them for members of their "No Fee Self-Directed 
RRSP" for subsequent investment in other financial products Apparently, this arrangement will be neutral to the 
Estate and there will not be an additional charge. Contact Nesbitt Burns for further information. 

Tid Bits 

Ted Bossence suggests that anyone who has to RRIF this year should delay if they can until after the start of the 
flow of funds. Apparently, at that time, its as simple as changing the name on the plan from RRSP to RRIF 
interest and investments stay the same. Some monies have to be taken into income in accordance with Revenue 
Canada rules and can be easily handled within the arrangements that are being established. More details will be 
available in a communication from Peat Marwick Thorne. 

We understand that there will be an offer coming from CompCorp for those that had RRIFs in Confed prior to Aug. 
12, 1994. This offer will enable the person to come under the Class B limits of CompCorp’s protection plan. The B 
option provides protection up to $2,000 per month. Although details are still being formalized it looks like this 
option would contain three alternatives: 

1) a life term annuity of up to $2000. 
2) a modified RRIF that would mean you would have to lock-in to an Insurance Co. for the $2000/per month 
guarantee. 
3)A modified RRIF that could go into a locked segregated insurance mutual fund for the $2000 guarantee. 
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This means that those in this situation would get 100% of their money. Moreover, anyone who opts for the B 
option would also be able to receive the up to $60,000 RRSP 100% guarantee. It is entirely possible that 
someone with as RRIF of less that $200,000 and an RRSP of under $60,000 would receive 100% of their money. 
Persons who receive the offer will want to check it out with their financial advisor. 

The Future of BPG 

BPG has achieved the mandate that you the member established for the organization. However, there is still a lot 
of monitoring required to ensure that the plans that have been developed are implemented and continue to meet 
our needs over the next 5 years and beyond. This must carry on. Our mission to date has been to act as Bell’s 
"conscience" and that will be a continuing roll. 

At the last Director’s meeting BPG Directors made a stab at trying to define where we should be going. Time was 
limited by the heavy demands of the Definitive Agreement, however, all agreed that we needed to draft a strategic 
plan and think through where we want to go with the organization. What are the next mountains to climb? 

A lot of ideas were discussed. Clearly seniors are under the gun. Under the new system of senior benefits being 
imposed by the year 2001 we will be faced with the double hit of income tax plus the claw back of 20% social 
benefits on income over $26,000. The claw back will be based on family income rather than just as an individual. 
As well, the age deduction is being phased out. In addition, you have to RRIF by the age of 69 and it has been 
said that this was a trial balloon to get reaction. Rumour has it, that they think 65 would be great. What will this 
do? It gets at tax sheltered funds a lot earlier and means that there will be a lot less left to support a spouse in old 
age. All these changes mean you end up paying more taxes and may have to make life-style changes. 

In Quebec, there is a plan under discussion to amend Medicare and some other medical benefits related to 
prescription drugs. Information is spotty but it looks like this could cost some seniors $700 per year per person. 
We certainly need to watch this. 

Financial planning for retirement completed under assumptions that are in chaos is a mess. There are thoughts 
around that the CPP/QPP may not be available until a later date for recent retirees. Yet our company pension is 
integrated with the CPP/QPP. 

Most of these changes have occurred without a murmur from any of the existing senior groups. One reporter who 
I talked to said. Seniors are well off. My mother just has the OAS and CPP and she can still save money. 
Underneath this is the unspoken attitude "Fat Cats". 

Individually we cannot do much to affect the outcome of these changes. Collectively we have a proven track 
record. The question is what do you believe we should do and what are you willing to contribute as a volunteer? 
We also need to do some succession planning to ensure the continuity of the organization. Please give it some 
thought and get a hold of your Chapter executive with your ideas. 

Ed Beaty 

Membership Questionnaire 

Do you agree true or false? 

This is a simple Agreement and nothing will go wrong over the next 7 years. 

I have absolute confidence that Bell will look after me and my heirs with respect to this and other 
benefit matters. 

I have absolute confidence in Canada Life, Nesbitt Burns, CompCorp and the financial industry. 

The current Board of Directors have an obligation to attend to my interests even if I do not remain as 
an active member. 
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If this Agreement comes apart, the government will look after me. 

There is no such thing as Murphy’s law. 

If you definitely agree with all 6 statements then you do not need to be a member of BPG. If you disagree with 
one or more, you had better maintain your membership support. 

Membership payments reminder: 

To meet ongoing expenses, an annual administrative fee (membership) of $50.00 was voted last year for 1996. 
For those members with a Confederation Life investment of over $60k, legal fees were voted and approved at 
1995 meetings. These were a Legal Counsel fee of $50.00 and a Legal Support fee of 0.2% of member’s 
investment over $60k. As an example, if your June 1995 Confed. statement shows $100,000., then subtract 
$60,000. and multiply the result by 0.2% i.e.: (100,000 - 60,000) = 40,000 x 2 ÷ 1000 = $80.00. 

BPG needs the following ongoing support from you. You are asked to remit cheques for any of the following fees 
you have not paid. To retain full membership, these fees are payable now. 

An annual administrative fee of $50.00 for 1996 

Legal fees (if your investment is over $60k) 

The 1995 Legal Counsel Fee of $50.00 

A Legal Support fee of 0.2% of your investment over $60k 

Please remit separate cheques payable to BPG. 

Send cheques for Legal fees to: BPG Treasurer, P.O. Box 33089, Ottawa, Ont., K2C 3Y9 

Please include a copy of your June 1995 Confederation Life statement with your cheque. You may wish to blank 
out your Social Insurance number. 

Possible Refund of 0.2% Legal Fees Predicted 

Legal support expense to date amount to approximately $60,000. We no longer require funds to fight Bell but the 
meter is still running for legal fees to hammer out the tri-party agreement and the appearance of legal counsel at 
the 4 special general Meetings this month. Also we will require legal counsel for various court approvals. Bell will 
pay up to $105,000 toward costs and the Liquidator has agreed to pick up our share of costs for BPG acting as a 
representative of Confed. policy holders. 

It will be some time before all costs are known, but we do expect that a partial refund of the 0.2% assessment will 
be in order. Best guess is that the BPG Board will determine the refund procedures and amount at its Board 
meeting in March, 1997. 

Send cheques for Administrative fees to: 

613, 705, 807 : BPG, P.O. Box 33089, Ottawa, Ont. K2C 3Y9 
416, 905 : BPG, P.O. Box 5, Station D, Etobicoke, Ont. M9A 4X1 
514, 819 : BPG, 37 Rondeau, Kirkland, Que. H9H 3T1 
418 : BPG, 775 Ave. Murray, Apt. 607, Quebec, Que. G1S 4T2 
519 : BPG, 755 Cranbrook Rd., London, Ont. N6K 3H8 

Political Report 
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A stepped up political campaign throughout December and January paid off handsomely. It resulted in 
approximately fifty letters in total being written by MPs and MPPs to the President of Bell Canada and to the 
Chairman of BCE. This included support from Federal Cabinet Ministers plus a strong letter from Mike Harris, the 
Premiere of Ontario. 

We wish to thank all of our members who met with their MPs or MPPs and caused these letters to be written. We 
must also thank the field administrators who worked hard to ensure that we gained the maximum political support 
during this most critical time period. We encourage you to be sure to thank your MP or MPP either in person or in 
writing.. Our political representatives have gone all the way to help us, let’s make a real effort to show our 
appreciation. We may need their support again in the future, let’s act now to insure it is there when we need it. 

Voting Results 

Summary of ballots at the April/May special general meeting were as follows: 

Motion 1 
Bell’s offer: Vote carried by 98.7% in favour. 

Motion 2 
BPG Directors actions re. bargaining process: Vote carried 99.2% in favour. 

Motion 3 
Billing & collecting Dues: Vote was carried 98.4% in favour. 

Scheduled Ratification Meetings 

The meetings are scheduled as follows: 

London June 17, 1996 1:30 p.m. St. Aidan’s Church 1246 Oxford St. London 
Toronto June 19, 1996 10:00 a.m. Royal Canadian Legion Branch 258 45 Lawson Road 
Montreal June 20, 1996 1:30 p.m. Sarto Desnoyers Comm. Center 1335 Lakeshore Drive, Dorval, Que. 
Ottawa June 26, 1996 1:30 p.m. Nepean Sportsplex, Salon A, 1701 Woodroffe Ave.Nepean, Ont. 

Internet 

One of our members has put forth the idea of posting information on the Internet and the World Wide Web. We 
would like to hear any comments for and/or against this. This will also give us an indication of how many of our 
members are interested. Please send you comments along to any of the resource people or better still send E-
Mail directly to bpgroup@internauts.ca. 

BPG Resources 

AREA CODE CONTACT NAME TELEPHONE FAX 

416 East Jack Fitzgerald 416-438-7803 None 

416 West Bob Allen 416-243-7322 None 

905 West Elmer Throop 905-849-1499 905-849-4726 

905 Hamilton Ken Beach 905-304-1576 None 

905 Oshawa Alex Robinson 905-579-1011 None 

*613,705 & 807 Pete Wall 613-824-7476 None 
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*Bilingual French/English 

Attachment #1 

Bell pensionersBell pensionersBell pensionersBell pensioners’’’’    Desert StormDesert StormDesert StormDesert Storm 

  

By Gord McIntosh 

As a retired Bell Canada Sales Manager, Dan Braniff knew taking on Mother Bell would not be easy. So it was not 
out of the question to look to General Norman Schwarzkopf and the Gulf War for a little inspiration - and strategy. 

Schwarzkopf knew from Vietnam how futile it is to conduct the standard war of attrition on the other guy’s terrain. 
Instead Stormin’ Norman hit the Iraqis with everything he had all at once - mechanized and armoured infantry, air 
support and Tomahawk missiles from the navy. 

Braniff, 65, knew a standard legal suit against his former employer would be a Vietnam sort of struggle for former 
and current Bell employees caught up in the collapse of Confederation Life. He and the Bell Pensioner’s Group 
Inc. came up with their own schwarzkopfian plan. 

Their strategy was as successful as the Gulf War. And both Bell and its pensioners are delighted with the way 
things turned out - Bell announced Apr. 25 it would give $15 million over five years to 1,800 current and past 
employees to settle a dispute over losses from a group RRSP administered by Confederation Life. 

Nobody was expecting a quick end to the dispute when Braniff and the other Bell pensioners began organizing 
last fall. About 19,000 former and current Bell employees had been topping up their pensions since 1987 with 
contributions to a non-segregated group RRSP administered by Confed. When Confed. collapsed in August 1994, 
claim against the $417 million group RRSP were covered by CompCorp the insurance industry contingency fund, 
up to $60,000 limit. In fact, those 18,000 accounts averaged $140,000. 

"Although Bell has no legal obligation to contribute the funds, the company recognizes the prolonged anxiety this 
situation has caused employees and pensioners affected by the liquidation." Harold Giles, Bell vice-president of 
human resources, said in a letter to plan members. The $15 million will be used to help the contributors recoup 
their original investment and at least part of the accumulated interest. 

When Braniff and the others suddenly found themselves caught in the slipstream of Confed’s demise, Bell’s 
original position was very simple. It was the employee’s own fund and although it was very sympathetic, it was not 
the phone company’s problem even though Bell had chosen Confed. as the administrator. 

That sparked the Bell veterans to form their own interest group, Bell Pensioner’s Group, to take on their former 
employer. 

The nucleus of the protest group were, like Braniff, 30 year veterans of Bell. They knew their company well 
enough to know the mere threat of litigation, bad public relations and political scrutiny all at once might spark 

*514 John Beattie 514-636-4018 None 

514 Barrie Wilson 514-934-0892 None 

*819 Raymond Changon 819-823-5488 None 

*418 Gaston Perreault 418-688-9223 None 

519 Neil Burgess 519-657-7454 519-641-3758 
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movement. 

I liken it to Schwarzkopf’s approach to Desert Storm," says Braniff of Collingwood Ont. "We didn’t want to send in 
the media thinking that would do it. Even the legal way would take too damn long. We’d by dying waiting." 

About 50 Mps in Ontario and Quebec were contacted by the group throughout the fall. Braniff took the story to the 
media. And the legal threats continued. 

At first Braniff and the others could only speculate on how effective the strategy was. But Bell called on Feb. 1 
wanting to talk peace. "It was a surprise. I had no indication the media barrage, political thing and the legal thing 
was bothering them at all," says Braniff. What made Bell come to the table is still a mystery but if they had to do it 
over again, the strategy would be the same. 

Peat Marwick Thorne, Confed’s liquidator, expects to eventually recover 85% of Confed’s assets With Bell’s help, 
the 1,800 pensioners expect to recover 91% of their claim. 

But the pensioner’s plight underscores a problem that could affect thousands of others: the lack of laws covering 
group RRSPs. As a result, the group is preparing a submission for the Senate banking committee for the 
upcoming Bank Act Review. "The story isn’t over yet," says Braniff. 

Taken from the June edition of The Investment Executive page 45. 

Attachment #2 

Bell Pensioners’ Settlement: Behind the Scenes 

By Michele M.B. Bumstead, L.L.B. 

Bell Canada and Bell Pensioner’s Group (BPG, an association of retirees) recently reach a mutually acceptable 
arrangement to help participants in the company’s Group RRSP who were affected by the 1994 collapse of 
Confederation Life. Finalization of the agreement will proceed over the next few weeks. 

The proposal is expected to be a benchmark which will influence the structure of other Group RRSP settlements 
and change the course of the Confederation Life liquidation. The solution is creative and innovative but even more 
remarkable is the story behind the story. 

The financial enhancement proposed by Bell is essentially a voluntary shared risk solution. Bell is making a 
contribution to the liquidation payable over the next five years with an agreed upon formula for payment to the 
pensioners. Installments commence later this year, in amounts which will be larger and faster than would 
otherwise be possible. 

Dan Braniff, President of BPG, commented on the choice of Bell pensioners to settle without court action. In his 
words, "Many of our members would be in their graves while waiting out a lengthy court process. Moreover, many 
pensioners are still loyal to Bell and an amicable settlement leaves the normal relationships between us and Bell 
in tact." 

Harold Giles, Bell Group Vice President, Human Resources, commented: "Although Bell is under (no) legal 
obligation to contribute funds, we recognize that this situation has caused affected employees and pensioners 
prolonged anxiety and are prepared to absorb some of the risk involved. We believe that the new arrangement 
will help alleviate the fears and uncertainty for policy holders. It will also assist individuals in recovering their 
original investment, plus some post-liquidation interest." 

The BPG organizers came from a different era, days of the Bell telecommunications monopoly, when employees 
talked affectionately about "Ma Bell." The strong loyalties of those former employees were shaken, if not 
shattered, by the apparent losses in the Bell RRSP portfolios following the 1994 collapse of Confederation Life. 
Faith dwindled when overtures for assistance were met with some sympathy and a complete disclaimer of 
responsibility. 
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Dan Braniff approached me soon after the collapse and asked for a legal opinion about weather there was a 
viable claim against Bell with respect to the Confed Life fiasco. At that time, the receiver had not yet even begun 
its task and the prospect of litigation promised a long battle into the next century. The legal opinion was tentative -
much depended on further investigation and the collection of documentation. 

Undaunted, Braniff turned to his network of associates among the Bell retirees. Other activists were also 
investigating and taking stock of the damage. Small organized groups were emerging, pocketed in geographic 
regions around London, Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal . The need for a strong collective voice became apparent 
as basements and attics and private files began to yield interesting and critical documents in support of the 
pensioners’ case. 

Bell Pensioner’s Group was formed by a group of Bell pensioners and employees to take collective action to 
recover members’ retirement funds deposited with Confederation Life. From the very beginning its collective voice 
and strength were markedly different from other organized groups. The executive presented a strategy. "Litigation 
if necessary , but not necessarily litigation." 

I gave Braniff the book Getting to yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In by Roger Fisher and William Ury, 
in which they describe the win/win strategy of the Harvard Negotiation Project. Braniff shared the book with BPG 
executive members and said his associates liked the book because it reflected their approach and the way in 
which they, as individuals, had always preferred to do business. The book provided a theoretical framework and 
some practical suggestions along with perhaps some credibility and cohesiveness, for the plan of action being 
formulated by BPG. I continued to be involved as the personal lawyer for Braniff and as a conflict resolution 
consultant giving guidance and direction to the group. 

Braniff described the BPG strategy using a homespun analogy; "It is like a milk stool - a strong and large 
membership plus money provide the base. There are three legs to provide balance; political pressure, publicity 
through the press, and a strong legal case." 

The executive wanted to have a strong "Best Alternative to Negotiated Settlement (BATNA), it needed to bargain 
from a position of strength. The legal committee of BPG executive interviewed law firms in Toronto, Montreal and 
Ottawa before retaining Koskie Minsky as its solicitors. The name and reputation of the law firm laid a strong 
foundation for the next phase of the project: raising funds and membership. When the "war chest" was full, BPG 
had the funds, the resources and the lawyers it needed to enter negotiations. Braniff told me that it was a great 
challenge to manage the lawyers at that point. "It’s like holding a well trained race-horse at the starting line" he 
said. 

BPG members wrote over 700 letters to Bell by November 1995 and several hundred letters to their members of 
parliament. Member of parliament for Bruce-Grey, Ovid Jackson intervened and encouraged Bell to come to the 
negotiation table. 

The press had great interest in the story because many pensioners were financially devastated by the collapse of 
their RRSPs. The BPG executive courted the press but never handed over control of the story. Bell meanwhile, 
seemed skittish about bad press. The story received occasional coverage such as the November 23, 1995 story 
by Canadian Press that was published in the Montreal Gazette, the Hamilton Spectator, the London Free Press, 
and in a front page headline story in the Financial Post. 

Negotiations proceeded by telephone conference calls, and fax, as well as in some direct meetings. At one point, 
a third- party mediator, Cynthia Elder of Approaches Inc. was brought in to assist. Progress was slow and 
concessions were few. Braniff gives much credit to Ed Beatty (Vice President Legal Action for BPG), whose 
computer spreadsheets tracked investment and liquidation projects and enabled BPG to maintain an accurate 
financial picture of the various methods of settlement. BPG never lost sight of its interests-financial certainty 
without damaging the pensioners’ relationship with Bell. 

The entire process was orchestrated to the finest detail. There were informal exchanges of information between 
Bell and BPG through a network of mutual alliances - friendly "spies" from both camps. Always, the steering 
committee stayed focused on maintaining the delicate balance involving the press, political pressure, their strong 
legal, case and the resources of the membership and its war chest. 
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Linda Gervais of Bell Canada Communications explained that Bell’s history, corporate culture, and track record in 
employee relations have been built on working with people in relationships based on respect. She points out that 
in Bell’s more than one hundred years of employee negotiations the company has had only four labour strikes. 
Gervais said that Bell had concerns about the difficult legal issues involved in the aftermath of the Confederation 
Life collapse. She said that Bell wanted to "let the legal process go forward," while at all times maintaining 
continued communication with the pensioners’ group. 

There were challenges in maintaining unity - among the membership and between executives with differences of 
opinion about money, regional perspectives and degree of confidence in the plan. There were many times that 
challenges threatened to destroy the delicate balance, but the group was strengthened by these tests. 

The entire deal seemed in jeopardy as the Bell representatives, BPG executives and the respective lawyers 
hammered out the language of the agreement. A succession of six drafts struggled to reduce to writing an oral 
agreement established by conference call. When Braniff presented his views to Giles, he was told, "if you are 
asking me how much more can Bell give, I am telling you that the bag is empty. This is the best offer we can 
make." 

Braniff asked me to help him find a way to re-define the boundaries in order to create a "bigger pie". After lengthy 
discussions, I suggested that BPG feed some further data into Beaty’s spreadsheet to brainstorm for different 
opinions, but cautioned Braniff to keep with the language and the model of Bell’s draft of the agreement. He told 
me afterward that this was a key strategy at a critical time. Bell had a lot invested in its model - actuarial, software, 
and accounting expertise, time, and an orientation or attitude about the model. The final round of talks amended 
the Bell proposal with some re-apportionment of risk sharing to re-create the package to meet the pensioners’
needs in a way which was cost-effective for Bell. 

The lesson of BPG is that difficult negotiations require a sophisticated and complete repertoire of negotiating 
tools. The hammer is not the only tool. Too often, organized groups become fixated upon the show of force and 
choose litigation, strikes and demonstration. Many times, a solution would be more tenable, if we stopped 
pounding on the other side and paused to do some fine-tuning and careful listening instead. 

_________________________ 

Michele M.B. Bumstead is a lawyer mediator with Dovetailed Solutions in Waterloo, providing mediation 
ombudsperson services, conflict resolution, training and conciliating. 
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